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[ from Butterworth_Analog review]

(Matlab)



• BUTTAP :Butterworth analog lowpass filter prototype.

[Z,P,K] = BUTTAP(N) returns the zeros, poles, and gain
for an N-th order normalized prototype Butterworth analog
lowpass filter.  The resulting filter has N poles around
the unit circle in the left half plane, and no zeros.

Example:

>> [Z,P,K] = BUTTAP(3)
Z =     []
P =  -0.5000 + 0.8660i,   -0.5000 - 0.8660i,  -1.0000          
K =    1.0000

>>TF2SOS(den,1)
ans =

1.00   1.00  0   1.00                  0                  0
1.00   1.00   1.00  1.00                 0                  0



Note: The above digital LP filter can be designed directly in the z domain using
Buttord and butter commands



% Program 9_3
% Design of IIR Butterworth Bandpass Filter
Wp = input('Passband edge frequencies = ');
Ws = input('Stopband edge frequencies = ');
Rp = input('Passband ripple in dB = ');
Rs = input('Minimum stopband attenuation = ');
[N,Wn] = buttord(Wp, Ws, Rp, Rs);
[b,a] = butter(N,Wn);
[h,omega] = freqz(b,a,256);
gain = 20*log10(abs(h));
plot (omega/pi,gain);grid;
xlabel('\omega/\pi'); ylabel('Gain, dB');
title('IIR Butterworth Bandpass Filter');

>> Program_9_3
Passband edge frequencies = 0.25
Stopband edge frequencies = 0.55
Passband ripple in dB = -0.5
Minimum stopband attenuation = -15
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BUTTORD Butterworth filter order selection.
[N, Wn] = BUTTORD(Wp, Ws, Rp, Rs) returns the order N of 
the lowest order digital Butterworth filter that loses no more 
than Rp dB in the passband and has at least Rs dB of 
attenuation in the stopband. Wp and Ws are the passband 
and stopband edge frequencies, normalized from 0 to 1 
(where 1 corresponds to pi radians/sample). For example,

Lowpass:    Wp = .1,      Ws = .2
Highpass:   Wp = .2,      Ws = .1
Bandpass:   Wp = [.2 .7], Ws = [.1 .8]
Bandstop:   Wp = [.1 .8], Ws = [.2 .7]

BUTTORD also returns Wn, the Butterworth natural frequency (or, 
the "3 dB frequency") to use with BUTTER to achieve the specifications. 

[N, Wn] = BUTTORD(Wp, Ws, Rp, Rs, 's') does the computation for an 
analog filter, in which case Wp and Ws are in radians/second.

When Rp is chosen as 3 dB, the Wn in BUTTER is equal to Wp in 
BUTTORD. 

FREQZ Digital filter frequency response.
[H,W] = FREQZ(B,A,N) returns the N-point complex frequency response
vector H and the N-point frequency vector W in radians/sample of
the filter:

jw               -jw              -jmw 
jw  B(e)    b(1) + b(2)e + .... + b(m+1)e

H(e) = ---- = ------------------------------------
jw               -jw              -jnw

A(e)    a(1) + a(2)e + .... + a(n+1)e
given numerator and denominator coefficients in vectors B and A. The
frequency response is evaluated at N points equally spaced around the
upper half of the unit circle. If N isn't specified, it defaults to
512.

BUTTER Butterworth digital and analog filter 
design.

[B,A] = BUTTER(N,Wn) designs an Nth order 
lowpass digital

Butterworth filter and returns the filter 
coefficients in length N+1 vectors B (numerator) 
and A (denominator). 



Extra material from 
A.A.Beex lecture notes

• Parametric Bilinear Transform
• Numerical example
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